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Huge Monster Age Play, Diaper Lover and Hucow DDLG Bundle:38 Full Books Dec 27 2019
Surrender Box Set, Volume Three Nov 18 2021 The Surrender series revolves around a club in Seattle, Washington. The heroes in
this series are wealthy men who find the perfect women to enrich their lives. This growing series consists of nine books so far. This
box set includes books 7-9. Nurturing Britney Charming Colton Convincing Leah
Rules of Engagement Apr 11 2021 Corporate attorney Dylan Reynolds hopes to become a first time Daddy Dom with a twenty-twoyear old genius whose lack of experience intrigues him. Holly Knox can't deny her attraction to Dylan, but she's never had a serious

relationship, let alone been with a Dominant who's into the BDSM lifestyle. He's promised to show her a world of flavors beyond
vanilla, but he wants to start with a spanking. Can this innocent embrace ageplay and be Daddy's good girl? Written for Ages 18+.
Agent 21 - Im Zeichen des Todes Jun 01 2020 Ein Auftrag, der ihn das Leben kosten kann Als der 14-jährige Zak seine Eltern unter
ungeklärten Umständen verliert, weiß er noch nicht, wie sehr das sein Leben verändern wird. Ein seltsamer Mann taucht plötzlich auf
und bietet dem Jungen eine neue Existenz an: Aus Zak wird AGENT 21. Er weiß nicht, was mit Nr. 1-20 passiert ist, doch am Ende
seiner Mission soll er erfahren, was es mit dem Tod seiner Eltern auf sich hat. Zaks erster hochriskanter Auftrag führt ihn nach Mexico.
Er soll sich mit dem Sohn des skrupellosen Drogenbosses Martinez anfreunden – um so an Informationen über eines der mächtigsten
Kokainkartelle weltweit zu kommen. Alles läuft wie geplant, bis Martinez’ Häscher Calaca Verdacht schöpft ... "Agent 21" ist eine
actiongeladene, packende Agenten-Thriller-Reihe mit exotischen Settings und hochbrisanten Einsätzen. Chris Ryan fesselt seine Leser
mit technischer Detailgenauigkeit und irrwitziger Action. Alle Bände der »Agent 21«-Reihe: Agent 21 - Im Zeichen des Todes (Band
1) Agent 21 - Reloaded (Band 2) Agent 21 - Codebreaker (Band 3) Agent 21 - Survival (Band 4) Agent 21 - Dead End (Band 5)
Invisible Trade Apr 23 2022 Welcome to the very real, largely hidden, and often surreal world of high-class sex for sale in Singapore,
where the sexual desires of this tiny island run the gamut from simple missionary zeal to the cracking of the whip. Never before have
outsiders been offered such a fascinating look into the weird and wonderful, delightful and sometimes depraved world of five-star,
high-class prostitutes that operate in Singapore's flourishing sex trade. Featuring real stories of American models moonlighting as highclass escorts in Asia, and American businessmen in search of exotic Eastern promise! #1 non-fiction bestseller at Borders Singapore
and Kinokuniya Singapore (Southeast Asia's largest bookstore.)
Club Dark Lace (The Complete Series) Jan 08 2021 DARK LACE, the hottest BDSM club created just for you! Meet up with
playmates in our brand new lounge area, then head into the main dungeon or private rooms to play out your dark desires. Need a
special set up? Just ask, and we’ll be sure you have everything you need. If you would like to know more about the owners, check out
their stories! Unzoned Garrick has been in Jade’s friend-zone high-school. But that’s about to change. But moving from friends to
lovers is hard enough without the complications of his dominating ways and her need to submit. Getting this wrong could ruin
everything. Getting it right could mean the world. Until Daddy No matter how panty-melting the chemistry, Carissa knows
relationships don’t last. Being with Jamison Croft is no exception. Jamison doesn’t give up easily when it comes to getting what he
wants. And he WANTS Carissa. Not only is she intelligent, gorgeous, and generous- she feeds every desire the Daddy Dom in him
craves. She believed she’d never have anyone in her corner. But that was Until Daddy.
Convincing Leah May 24 2022 Leah A childhood reprimand has caused me to be extremely hard on myself. To this day, I never
misbehave. But even my thoughts require absolution, and I get that at the club. My favorite release comes in the form of impact play.
Two nights a week. That’s all I allow myself. Many of my friends are little. I get it, but it’s not for me. I can’t be little. I was never
little. I became an adult when I was five. I don’t know how to be young. What if I do it wrong? Craig I’ve wanted Leah from the

moment I first saw her. I don’t care that she’s not little. But I’m a Daddy, through and through. After two months of playing
exclusively with her at the club, I want more. Can I set that part of me aside and be what she needs? Her world gets flipped upside
down by a crazy fan. She needs to tap into her inner little to escape and hide. And she needs me to protect and nurture her. Can she see
I’m here to pick up the pieces no matter where they fall?
True Spanking Stories, Volume III: True Accounts of Erotic Spanking, Bdsm Spanking, Punishment Spanking, Discipline
Spanking, Otk Spanking, Kinky Span Nov 06 2020 The latest in the groundbreaking series, True Spanking Stories, Volume III
offers 51 more true spanking accounts, revealing exciting sensations and emotions. The spankings range from pleasurable and erotic to
ordeals of anticipation, humiliation and pain. Every relationship appears: husband/wife, boyfriend/girlfriend, girlfriend/girlfriend,
parent/teen, brother/sister, principal/student, sorority sister/pledge, reformatory warden/inmate, and much more. Every position,
technique and ritual. Every level of severity. And every spanking implement--- hand, paddle, strap, switch, hairbrush, cane and a dozen
others. Warning: Stories include dominance/submission, erotic embarrassment, restraint, exhibitionism, voyeurism, age play, and many
types of sex. Critics call the True Spanking Stories series "fascinating ... erotically charged ... eye-opening ... must-haves on a oncetaboo topic ... " If you have any interest or curiosity about spanking, you must have this book. ABOUT THE EDITOR Sasha Cave has
written and edited books, articles and stories on spanking and other sexual and erotic topics, including, True Spanking Stories,
Volumes I and II. Volume I was called "a spanking classic" and "the second most important spanking book of the 21st Century."
Daddy's Naughty Baby Oct 05 2020 A salacious DDLG and ABDL themed love story for the age play fetishist. "You don't always
get what you want, Daddy," Lola said, getting up to leave just to be pulled back down onto Clive's lap. She could feel him lift the back
of her skirt and reposition his cock between her ass cheeks, pushing the tip into her pussy and making her moan, happy she wasn't
wearing any panties. "Yes, I fucking do," He said, reaching under Lola's skirt and cupping her pussy, locking her down onto him with
his strong arm. Lola was looking for a Daddy in all the wrong places, but when Clive pushed his way into her life, Lola learned what a
real Daddy did to a naughty girl. Please note: This story contains heavy sexually explicit content, Age Play and ABDL themes. It
features diaper changes (wet), spanking, Dominants and a submissive. The characters in this book are consenting adults engaged in a
variety of kinky, fun activities and this novel is intended for adult readers only. If you are looking for a tantalizing DDLG story... Then
scroll up and click "add to cart"
Blossom Ridge Box Set, Volume One Sep 16 2021 Welcome to Blossom Ridge, a spinoff to the Surrender series. This resort outside
Seattle, Washington, awaits guests who practice a similar lifestyle. It’s a safe place to be yourself…or who you wish to be.
ISLAND CAPTIVES Oct 25 2019 BESTSELLING BONDAGE AUTHOR'S BEST NOVEL YET! Edward gazed at the three
beautiful women in thong bikinis that lay on the deck of the hundred-foot yacht. It was his trophy wife of ten years and his two grown
daughters. He was a lucky man to have such a family and also success in business that far exceeded his imagination when he was
younger. They were on an extended vacation in the South Pacific, the last one as a family together. His daughters were grown up and

living their own lives, so Edward wanted this last family vacation to be memorable. Michael had planned this for a decade,
meticulously gathering up the information on Edward until he was ready to execute his revenge. It was a small, quiet island, with
gentle breezes and warm waters, far from the shipping lanes, the island too small to be on any chart of the South Pacific. It was there
that Michael sprung his trap. Amanda was the oldest, twenty-two years old, and finishing up her graduate degree. It was strange that
Amanda was the virgin and her younger sister wasn’t, but that was by design. Amanda enjoyed boys as friends, but not boyfriends.
Yet, that didn’t mean that Amanda didn’t get her pleasure from men, it was just that it was often dark and depraved in execution, but
the men took what they could from the beautiful woman. Lori was twenty, finishing up college across the country from her older sister.
They had nothing in common, and distance was a good thing from her sister. Lori loved men and used them to her advantage, but older
men began to fascinate her as they dominated her and taught her the pleasure of giving her body unconditionally. It is on the small
island that they all came together, with many others that joined to make the revenge plot successful, but they all wanted to share in the
rewards. Michael would get his revenge, but it’s how that the book, Island Captives lays out in graphic detail that shouldn’t be missed.
Chains should’ve scared them, not made them excited. Strange men that desired their bodies should’ve scared them, not make them
aroused. Dark acts should’ve scared them, not give them orgasms they couldn’t control. Powerone, the Master of BDSM, explores the
dark side of not only of men but the women also.
Rewarding Avery Jun 25 2022 Avery I’ve known I’m a middle for a long time. It’s why I got divorced. I needed something…more.
What I need is an older, sophisticated, stern man. What I don’t need is my much younger, smoking-hot neighbor to mow my lawn. The
man’s a personal trainer. His muscles have muscles. I’m much too old for him and not at all his type—fit. And yet, he has the audacity
to ask me out. He’s coming over tonight. Why on earth did I agree to this? Andrew I’ve had my eye on Avery for two years. She’s
cute, youthful, and adorable. She’s also independent, and she likes to stomp her feet when I help her. It’s time to take a chance and ask
her out. Since she thinks she owes me for mowing her lawn, she can make me dinner. I should not be shocked to find out she’s a
Middle. And I’m far from disappointed. I just need to convince her to give this younger guy a chance.
True Spanking Stories, Volume VI: True Accounts of Erotic Spanking, Bdsm Spanking, Punishment Spanking, Discipline Spanking,
Otk Spanking, Kinky Spank Jul 14 2021 Sixth in the groundbreaking series, True Spanking Stories, Volume VI offers 63 more true
accounts of spanking pain and pleasure. This is a full-size book (220 pages in paperback). Here are spankings for every taste, curiosity
and sexual preference. Some are sizzlingly erotic, often followed by hot sex. Others are ordeals of fearful anticipation, humiliation and
pain. Whether written by the spanker or spankee, the editor chose the most vivid descriptions of spankings...and the thoughts and
feelings of spanker and spanked. There's every relationship: husbands spanking wives and vice-versa. Boyfriends and girlfriends.
Parent/teen, principal/student, sorority sister/pledge, reformatory official/inmate, senior cheerleaders/new girls, boss/employee,
birthday spankings and much more. Every spanking position, method and ritual is here. There's spanking over underwear, panties,
thongs and especially on the bare. Every spanking implement shows up- hairbrush, paddle, strap, switch, cane and 15 others. Plus

countless hands firmly applied to hot, red, bouncing buttocks. Some writers have been spankos for years.Others have just had their first
spanking; their bottoms are still burning and their sexual response fresh as they share their experience with you. Warning: stories may
include dominance/submission, erotic humiliation, restraint, exhibitionism, voyeurism, age play, medical play, domestic discipline,
other punishments, and sex of all kinds. A sampling of stories: Spanking Cheerleaders- It's Tradition!; Hand Spankings- Erotic and a
Bonding Experience; The Joys of our Master-Slave Relationship; Misbehaving Wives Get Spanked Together; Variety of Spankings
Electrify Their Marriage; World's Greatest Sexual Turn-On; Spanking in Public Places Gives Them a Thrill; Lesbians Trade Sizzling
Spankings and Playing Doctor; Caning His Secretary- and her Parents Approve! Embarrassing Nudity in Spanking There's practical
advice: how to give and take your first spanking. Corner time and punishment rituals. Nudity. Combining spanking and sex. Critics call
the True Spanking Stories books fascinating...erotically charged...eye-opening...must-haves on a once-taboo topic...for anyone curious
or interested in spanking.Editor Sasha Cave has written and edited books on spanking and other erotic topics, including editing True
Spanking Stories, Volumes I, II, III, IV and V. Volume I was called a spanking classic and the second most-important spanking book
of the 21st Century.
True Spanking Stories Sep 04 2020 True Spanking Stories, Volume II offers 41 more eye-opening spanking experiences which reveal
the most intimate sensations and emotions. The spankings range from pleasurable and sizzlingly erotic to ordeals of anticipation,
humiliation and pain. Every relationship appears: husband/wife, boyfriend/girlfriend, girlfriend/girlfriend, parent/teen, brother/sister,
principal/student, sorority sister/pledge, reformatory warder/inmate, and much more. Every position, technique and ritual. And every
spanking implement--- hand, paddle, strap, switch, hairbrush, cane and a dozen others. Warning: Stories may also touch topics like
dominance/submission, erotic embarrassment, restraint, exhibitionism and voyeurism, age play, and of course sex. Critics call this
book "fascinating ... erotically charged ... eye-opening ... a must-have on a once-taboo topic ... " If you have any interest or curiosity
about spanking, you must have this book. ABOUT THE EDITOR Sasha Cave has written and edited books, articles and stories on
spanking and other sexual and erotic topics, including his previous book, True Spanking Stories, Volume I. That book was called "a
spanking classic" and "the second most important spanking book of the 21st Century." Here are 41 more vivid true accounts of erotic,
play and discipline spanking- with bare hand and every sort of implement, in every sort of relationship.
Until Daddy Feb 09 2021 Carissa’s learned her lesson. No matter how panty melting the chemistry, relationships don’t last. And it
won’t be any different with Jamison Croft- even if just looking at him sends tingles to all the right places. But he’s not an easy man to
shake. Jamison doesn’t give up easily when it comes to getting what he wants. And he WANTS Carissa. Not only is she intelligent,
gorgeous, and generous- she feeds every desire the Daddy Dom in him craves. She may have given them an expiration date, but he’s
not backing down. And when the outside world threatens to crash down around them, he’ll show her he won’t abandon her. She
believed she’d never have anyone in her corner. But that was Until Daddy.
Huge Monster Age Play, Diaper Lover and Feeding Bundle of 31 Full Erotica Books Nov 25 2019

Starting Over Oct 17 2021 Amelia This is my dream job. Head chef at a mountain resort. Sure, it’s a resort for a very specific group of
patrons. I belong to Surrender, so I know the owners and I’m familiar with the lifestyle. I’m not little myself. Or at least I don’t think
so. And then I meet Foster, and he makes me doubt everything I know to be true. Foster I’ve worked alone at Blossom Ridge for five
years. Now, Roman has turned it into a resort, and I’m good with that. Until Amelia shows up with her excitement and adorableness.
It’s been a long time since I’ve had a little, but I’m drawn to her. I just have to convince her it’s the life for her and that she’s mine.
Weekly World News Mar 10 2021 Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid publishing, the Weekly
World News has been the world's only reliable news source since 1979. The online hub www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading
entertainment news site.
Charming Colton Dec 19 2021 Evelyn I lead a very complicated and complex existence. I’m a force to be reckoned with by day: pencil
skirts and heels, totally professional. In the evenings, I let myself be the little I am inside. It doesn’t matter that I don’t have a Daddy
for real. I spend a few nights a week at Surrender setting up scenes to exercise my brat. But now my life is in danger. Letting Colton
move in with me to protect me puts a cramp in my style. How am I going to be myself around him and fulfill my own desires? He’s not
even a club member. And Colton is certainly not a Daddy. Or maybe he just doesn’t realize it yet. Colton I’ve worked undercover for a
long time. I’ve seen everything. Or…maybe not. The gorgeous woman I’m assigned to protect has two sides. I’ve always known I’m
rather dominant, but a Daddy? This is new to me. I need to play the role to keep her safe. It’s just for a few weeks. I’m shocked when I
tap into a side of me I never knew existed. Evelyn tugs at my heart. Both her little and her adult. It doesn’t take long to know she is
mine. Undercover work is not conducive to long-term relationships. Eve deserves more. When this assignment is over, I’ll never see
her again. I’m treading on thin ice. Now what?
Love at First Spank Oct 29 2022 Sammy thinks Damian is just after one night of fun, then quickly discovers she's wrong. He's a
Daddy Dom looking for a girl to make his partner. Can she resist his charms? Damian loves nothing more than to drape a naughty girl
over his knee, lift her skirt and give her a sound spanking. He likes being called 'Daddy' and taking charge. When he meets Sammy, he
wonders if his fortunes have changed. She seems different to most of the girls he has met somehow. Rather than jumping all over him
to be her partner, she's tough and independent, with a strong bratty streak. To tame this naughty girl, he's going to need a lot more than
rough sex and the promise of a sound spanking.Will Sammy be seduced by Damian's desires to be more than just a bit of fun for a
Saturday night? Will Sammy be able to submit to him full-time? Will her love of independence - or was it fear of commitment - get in
the way of her finding happiness with this man who is giving her things she has been dreaming about for years?WARNING: This fastpaced age play and spanking romance novella includes scenes of spanking, bondage, BDSM, age play and domestic discipline. If these
things don't excite you, please don't purchase. If they do however, go right ahead and treat yourself to a decent one-handed read!
Without Spanking Or Spoiling Apr 30 2020 If you feel trapped between extremes when you're disciplining your children, you'll
appreciate the time-tested advice in this classic guide. You don't have to spank your children to get them to behave--and you don't have

to worry that you're spoiling them, either. Drawing from four major child guidance philosophies, parent educator Elizabeth Crary
provides dozens of examples and exercises to help you find the best way to rear your children. Without Spanking or Spoling will also
help you understand:
So Sweet! 30 Book Full Age Play, Diaper and Lactation Feeding Erotica Series Jan 28 2020 323 pages 30 full erotica books Together
for the very first time! All the hot lactation feeding action and age play diaper play you can handle! Pregnant brats! Primed older men!
Oh they want to taste that sweet, warm cream! Masters and slaves. She wants to please him. He wants her to fill her diaper! Plunge into
my full collection of 30 amazing books at this low low price!
Es tanzt der Gelbe Onkel Sep 23 2019 Spanking ist für viele Menschen eine lustvolle Bereicherung ihres Liebeslebens. Es
verwundert nicht, dass es zu diesem Thema viele Geschichten gibt, aber nur sehr wenig Gedichte. I. DIGAS verbindet mit seiner Lyrik
diese beiden Themen und zeigt damit neue Wege für die Spankingliteratur auf.
MDLG Bedtime Stories Jun 20 2019 A tantalizing lesbian MDLG and ABDL themed short stories collection for the age play fetishist.
Ready for bed, little one? Come for a ride with Mommy Mel as she diapers little Becky for all to see. Get wet with Taylor as Mommy
takes her by loving force. Feel the circus come to life as Mia performs for you and her Mommy. And don't get caught making a mess
like Katie who feels the sting of Lana's spanking. Get tucked in baby, story time is about to begin... This collection is the perfect book
for baby girls to read alone or to snuggle up with their Mommy Dommes for sexy story time. Please note: These stories contain heavy
sexually explicit content, MDLG Age Play and ABDL themes. It features diaper changes (wet), lactation, spanking, Dominants and
submissives. The characters in this book are consenting adults engaged in a variety of kinky, fun activities and this novel is intended
for adult readers only. If you are looking for a loving MDLG story... Then scroll up and click "add to cart"
Miranda's Daddy Aug 15 2021 Can Rhett and Miranda find happiness in their new Daddy/little relationship? Can they let down their
guard and embrace their feelings? Burned out on college life, the last thing Miranda wants to add to her ever-growing list of obligations
is romance. But when her anxiety spikes at a party, she finds a surprising ally, and relief, in her roomie’s tennis partner, Rhett. Rhett
lifts her spirits and spares her aching feet with piggyback rides, while Miranda cooks and teases him with friendly taunts. A taste of
their Daddy/little life leaves her craving more intimacy, but she’s not sure she can commit to sex. Miranda’s exuberant presence was
Rhett’s high school fantasy, but the reality of balancing tennis, pre-law, and disciplinary duties wears down on his patience. He craves
a solid cuddle session—and a sexual release, whenever Miranda is ready. With his chilly family history and guarded independence,
Rhett struggles to maintain the boundaries they both need. But Miranda’s roommate is determined to keep the focus on himself,
abusing his insider knowledge of their personalities to undermine their budding relationship. With desires and tensions rising, Miranda
explores past friendships and spankings to discover what and who makes her happy, potentially losing love and a place to live in the
process. Publisher’s Note: This Daddy/little contemporary romance is intended for adults only and contains mild themes of age play,
sensual scenes, and a journey to love and acceptance.

True Spanking Stories, Volume IV: True Accounts of Erotic Spanking, Bdsm Spanking, Punishment Spanking, Discipline Spanking, Otk
Spanking, Kinky Spank Aug 03 2020 The fourth in the pioneering series, True Spanking Stories, Volume IV offers over 55 more true
letters about the pain and pleasure of spanking and being spanked. The spankings reveal exciting sensations and emotions, and cover a
wide range. Some spankings are pleasurable and sizzlingly erotic, often followed by sex. Others are ordeals of fearful anticipation,
humiliation and pain. The editor chose the most vivid descriptions of spankings themselves, as well as the thoughts and feelings that
went with them... Every relationship is here: husbands spanking wives and wives spanking husbands. Boyfriend/girlfriend, parent/teen,
brother/sister, principal/student, sorority sister/pledge, reformatory official/inmate, senior cheerleaders and new girls, birthday girls
getting spanked by their friends, and much more. There are even celebrity spankings. Learn how actress Kate Hudson felt about Casey
Affleck spanking her hard on camera. What Michelle Obama said about spanking her children. What Barack Obama said about
whuppin' other children as well as your own. Every position, method, technique and ritual is here. Every level of nudity- underwear,
panties, thongs, or nothing at all.Every level of severity. Every spanking implement- hand, paddle, strap, switch, hairbrush, cane and
over a dozen others. Warning: some stories include dominance/submission, erotic embarrassment and humiliation, restraint,
exhibitionism, voyeurism, age play, medical play, other punishments like mouth soaping and enemas, and many kinds of sex. There's
also lots of advice about getting and giving your first spanking, introducing a partner to spanking play, and spanking safety and
etiquette. Plus arguments about spanking teenage girls and boys, methods of doing so, and whether it is proper to bare them--including the sometimes surprising opinions of teenagers themselves. Plus spanking stories from newspapers. Plus an amazing prospanking editorial from a leading British newspaper, urging its 5 million readers to help pain lead to pleasure. And much, much
more.Some sample true accounts include: Spanking his Girlfriend Gets her Excited; Embarrassing Birthday Spanking at College Party;
Spankings from her Brother and Sister; Spanking Cures her PMS; Teen Boy Gets Embarrassing Spanking from Girls; She Prefers
Paddling to Detention; Sorority Paddling Got out of Hand; Teenage Girl Hates her Humiliating Spankings; Is Spanking a Teen Bare
Bottom over the Knee Too 'Old-fashioned'? (including many responses); Amazing Spanking with Sneakers Showed Up on TV;
Punishment Spankings as Teen; Erotic Spankings as Wife; Spankings and Enemas; How to Enjoy your First Spanking; Football Team
Paddled the Cheerleaders; A Roadside Punishment in Uganda; I Loved School Corporal Punishment; Why Women Crave Spankings
(based on his first 26 spankings); Humiliating Punishment with the 'Boy's Pussy'; Spanked by his Girlfriends and dozens more. Critics
call the True Spanking Stories series fascinating...erotically charged...eye-opening...must-haves on a once-taboo topic and say, If you
are interested or curious about spanking, you must have this book.EDITOR Sasha cave has written and edited books, articles and
stories on spanking and other edgy and erotic topics, including True Spanking Stories, Volumes I, II and III. Volume I was called a
spanking classic and the second-most important spanking book of the 21st Century. Editor Cave lives near Los Angeles, California in
the foothills of the San Gabriel Mountains.
Building Trust Jul 22 2019 Stella For the first time in my life, I'm dating a man who rocks my world. He gives me exactly what I need

at the club. And he's amazing in bed. The only problem is this can't last. We're too different. He's a Daddy. I'm not a Little. I haven't
even told my friends who he is. No one knows about us. I like it that way so when it ends, it won't be as hard. Walker For three months
I've been dating the perfect woman. I know she thinks we're not compatible, but she's wrong. I give her what she needs when we're at
Surrender. She gives me what I need when we're at home. It's just that she hasn't realized it. At some point I'm going to have to tell her.
I know she'll panic, but she's got a Little side. She can't see it yet, but she's mine. Forever.
Spanked Jul 02 2020 Spanked: How Hitting Our Children is Harming Ourselves is a historical and cultural analysis of the long
accepted practice of hitting children for learning and obedience. The book begins with understanding who spanks and how the practice
of using a hand to hit the buttocks of children evolved. Erickson explores the cultural factors from historical magazine articles and
parenting books to contemporary beliefs that support this type of discipline. Spanking's connections to a variety of topics are clarified,
including the feelings of parents, perceptions of children, potential child abuse, school corporal punishment, attachment and bonding,
the legal language that allows hitting of one's children but not others, and international perspectives on physical punishment. The book
invites an exploration of who we are as parents, and as a society, and what family leadership really means. Book group questions for
families, professionals, and organizations lend the book useful for conversation and dialogue in libraries, living rooms, offices, and
classrooms. Erickson gives readers an open platform to discuss respectfully what we are really communicating when we spank
children.
Stuck in Her Teens Sep 28 2022 Pretending to be her adoring (but super strict) mommy-dommy's niece while out in public has become
just a normal part of life for petite and oh so sassy college junior Rhen Mathews. With her small frame and bratty attitude, it's not
exactly a hard fit, and she knows that when she gets out of line she can expect to find herself being taken across her partner's lap for a
good old-fashioned bare bottom spanking. But, what happens when her "aunt" starts giving others permission to discipline her? Surely
that nice old lady from down the street or her best friend from the dorms wouldn't ACTUALLY spank her, would they? Well, as her
partner is fond of saying: "If the panties fit, they might as well come down for a spanking!" What follows is a forced
regression/ageplay romance novel filled to the brim with super embarrassing moments for Rhen and lots of much-needed spanking and
discipline from her loving, but very strict, Auntie Dana. Content Details: This is an exclusively F/F romance novel primarily focused
on spanking, but with several other fun and embarrassing ageplay scenes intermixed. Including: public spankings, mouth soaping,
babysitters, public bare bottom corner time, enemas, figging, pull-ups, and much, much more. This story includes fourteen full-color
illustrations by the wonderfully talented kink artists AshleyOTK, PastelHime, Arkham-Insanity, Leila Hann, Kitsuiichan, and Zekel.
Lissy's Daddy Mar 22 2022 Twenty-nine-year-old Lissy has a secret that destroyed her last relationship. She relaxes by playing with
dolls. When her new boyfriend Dan finds out, she is terrified he will leave her. Instead, he embraces her little side and becomes her
daddy. He even finds ageplaying friends for her to hang out with. Dan takes care of her no matter what trouble she gets herself into,
and Lissy knows she has found her soulmate.Yet, she can't help noticing she's the oldest adult little girl at her ageplay group. At almost

thirty, she's still irresponsible and impulsive. As Lissy's birthday approaches, she worries that it's time to grow up and settle down. Will
they eventually have to give up their new lifestyle?Note: This 40,000-word book contains extensive ageplay and spanking. There's a
little non-ageplay BDSM. Toys get played with. Bottoms get spanked. Bedtime stories get read. There are bubble baths with duckies. If
that floats your toy boat, this is the book for you! All characters 18+.
The Leather Couch Dec 07 2020 Winner of the 2021 AASECT Book Award! Winner of the SSTAR Professional Book Award 2021!
Winner of the SASH Media Award 2022! The Leather Couch provides a comprehensive overview of the BDSM and kink community
and guides clinicians on how to meet the unique relational and mental health needs of its members. The text offers a 101-style
introduction to BDSM before delving into topics ranging from intersectionality within the kink community, to conducting a kinkaffirming risk assessment and how to discern between domestic violence and consensual power-exchange. The author explores
differential diagnoses and clinical concerns that are relevant to health care providers, including social workers and therapists as well as
primary care physicians and sex educators. Interwoven throughout with real-world case studies, each chapter presents practical
suggestions, tools, and handouts the reader can use to inform their practice and serve clients in ways that meet the needs of each
individual, couple, or partnership. Written in a conversational, accessible style for clinicians and members of the BDSM community
alike, The Leather Couch is the go-to resource for any mental health professional or educator looking to transform their practice from
kink aware to kink affirming.
Back to Her Teens Jul 26 2022
LGBTQ Digital Cultures Jun 13 2021 Emphasizing an intersectional and transnational approach, this collection examines how social
media and digital technologies have impacted the sphere of LGBTQ activism, advocacy, education, empowerment, identity, protest,
and self-expression. This edited collection adopts a critical and cultural studies perspective to examine queer cyberculture and
presence. Through the lens of representation and identity politics, it explores topics such as race, disability, and colonialism, alongside
sexuality and gender. The collection examines how digital technologies have made queer cultural production more expansive and how
such technological affordances and platforms have enabled queer cultural practices to be more transformational. Bringing together
contributors and case studies from different countries, the contributions grapple with the tensions that arise when visibility, hiddenness,
renditions of the self, and collective contractions of identity must be negotiated in a variety of global contexts and explores this
influence on contemporary political identities. This book provides an essential introduction to LGBTQ digital cultures for students,
researchers, and scholars of media, communication, and cultural studies. It will also be of interest to activists wanting to learn more
about the transformative potential of digital media and technology in LGBTQ advocacy and empowerment around the globe.
A Wet Ride in Diapers (ABDL, Age Play, Diapers, Forced, Humiliation, Regression, Spanking) Feb 21 2022 Alex and Anne have
a secret they've been keeping from everyone. When the couple are alone, they like to role play. Alex becomes the Man of the House
while Anne turns into Annabelle, his sweet little girl. It's naughty, dirty, exciting. And they both love it when Alex diapers Annabelle

up for a day of secret fun. But when Alex wants to take their play further by getting Anne to be Annabelle outside where the whole
world would see her, she doesn't know what to do. He's offering to take her on vacation, but only if she obeys his every command. And
that vacation starts with a long car ride in very wet diapers if she agrees. But what she doesn't know is that Alex has more planned for
his cute little girlfriend than just wearing a thick, crunchy diaper under her clothes. He has pacifiers, bottles, and even a car seat waiting
for his little girl. Now all she has to to is behave, but for a naughty little girl like Annabelle, that might be the hardest thing of all on her
long, wet ride in diapers...
True Spanking Stories, Volume V: True Accounts of Erotic Spanking, Bdsm Spanking, Punishment Spanking, Discipline Spanking, Otk
Spanking, Kinky Spanki Feb 27 2020 The fifth in the pioneering series, True Spanking Stories, Volume V offers 63 more true stories
about the pain and pleasure of spanking and being spanked. The spankings include all types. Some are pleasurable and sizzlingly
erotic, often followed by sex. Others are ordeals of fearful anticipation, humiliation and pain. The editor chose the most vivid
descriptions of spankings themselves ...and the thoughts and feelings that went with them ... Every relationship appears: husbands
spanking wives and vice-versa, boyfriend/girlfriend, parent/teen, principal/student, sorority sister/pledge, reformatory official/inmate,
senior cheerleaders/new girls, boss/employee, birthday spankings, and much more. Every spanking position, method, technique and
ritual appears. Every level of exposure - underwear, panties, thongs, and bare buttocks. Every implement - hairbrush, paddle, strap,
switch, cane and more, plus firm hands applied to bouncing buttocks. Warning: stories may include dominance/submission, erotic
embarrassment and humiliation, restraint, exhibitionism, voyeurism, age play, medical play, domestic discipline, other punishments,
and sex.There's lots of practical advice: how to get and give your first spanking, introduce your partner to spanking, find a spanking
partner, and more. Plus amazing spanking stories from newspapers. Sample true accounts include: First Time Spanking from a
Woman; Getting Spanked 'Til She's Hot and Bothered; How to Hook Up With Spankos; Spanking and Anal Play; Millions See Me
Spanked (from a sex video star); Mom Says 'No' to Paddle and Straps Daughter Herself at High School (news story); Sorority
Spanking Memories; Girlfriend's Birthday Spanking; Bares Herself for Outdoor Birchings; Shamed by Punishment and Medical Exam;
Spanked By My Boss; and Amazing Spanking Party. Critics call the True Spanking Stories series fascinating ...erotically charged
...eye-opening ...must-haves on a once-taboo topic ...for anyone curious or interested in spanking and say, If you are interested or
curious about spanking, get these books. Editor Sasha Cave has written and edited books, articles and stories on spanking and other
erotic topics, including True Spanking Stories, Volumes I, II, III and IV.Volume I was called a spanking classic and the second-most
important spanking book of the 21st Century.
Encyclopedia of Gender and Society May 12 2021 Entries discuss the impact gender has had on cultural beliefs and practices, social
and economic organizations, and individual lives.
Audrey and Lawrence Aug 23 2019 An affair is always easy in the beginning. There's plenty of steamy sex and getting-to-know-you.
Everything is for now. Immediate gratification. No thought of the future. That's how it starts for Audrey and Lawrence. Audrey's only

concern is helping an unhappy man trapped in a sexless marriage revive the virility of his youth. That approach doesn't last long. As
her affection builds, she wants more than she can have, and more than Lawrence is willing to give. Over the course of twelve
breathless stories, Giselle Renarde's famous femme fatale tips from the lofty realm of youthful adoration into the dark pit of jealous
love. Will her behaviour get out of hand when the affair grows beyond her heart's control? This complete collection includes all twelve
Audrey & Lawrence stories, many of which make their premiere appearances in this special compilation.
A Holiday in Diapers (ABDL, Age Play, Diapers, Forced, Humiliation, Regression, Spanking) Aug 27 2022 Baby toys, bottles,
bibs. Even nice thick diapers. It's all under the Christmas tree and waiting to be opened. But the presents aren't for a tiny toddler this
year. They're for Jessica, a college co-ed with a secret she never thought her fiancé Nick would discover. Her secret is out, and as soon
as the presents are opened, Nick plans to put his lover back into diapers. He'll treat her like the baby girl she secretly wants to be. In a
onesie and a diaper, he'll make Jessica crawl around the house. He'll feed her like a baby. He'll change her when shes wet, and he'll
even punish her when she needs it. Now Nick is enjoying Jessica's little secret too. And by the end of it all, his new little girl might find
herself in diapers for more than just the Holidays!
Der große Gatsby Jan 20 2022 Ein Klassiker der Moderne erstmals bei dtv – in einer brillanten Neuübersetzung Die Geschichte von
Jay Gatsby, einem einsamen reichen Geschäftsmann, der seiner längst verlorenen Liebe nachjagt, wurde zu einem der größten
Klassiker der amerikanischen Literatur. Der Roman aus dem Jahr 1925 erzählt von der Genusssucht und Langeweile der Roaring
Twenties und der Sinnlosigkeit des mondänen Lebens. F. Scott Fitzgerald beschreibt auf einzigartige und authentische Weise sowohl
ein Stück Zeitgeschichte als auch menschliche Tragödien. Die schlichte und zugleich poetische Sprache des Romans ist in dieser
Neuübersetzung perfekt getroffen. Mit umfangreichem Anhang zu Leben und Werk Fitzgeralds
The Compleat Spanker Mar 30 2020 Sit down and read this one while you can! Everything you always wanted to know about
consensual adult erotic spanking- anatomy, warm-up, implements, positions, troubleshooting, tricks, and tips, and much more. Includes
a comprehensive Resource Guide to spanking-related clubs, publications and other suppliers nationwide.
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